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Jake Gusto Brings “Homecoming” To 7th St Entry 

Progressive hip-hop/electronic act Jake Gusto returns home to Minneapolis for his 
most anticipated performance to date. Jake Gusto headlines 7th St. Entry on 

December 21st completing his homecoming after relocating to Los Angeles earlier this 
year. The show, aptly entitled “The Homecoming Show”, marks Jake Gusto’s first twin 

cities’ appearance since the Borderline release party – his top grossing/highest 
attended show (Nomad World Pub, 4/2/16).

Local hip-hop acts The Jones Dickens and Sam OG play support bringing years of 
experience on the Minneapolis circuit to the event. Latin-funk duo The Jones Dickens 

offers a vibrant, rhythmic hip-hop texture while Sam OG touts a heavier, brooding sound 
providing a dynamic combination in contrast to Jake Gusto’s electronic/pop influence. 

Tickets for “The Homecoming Show” are available now. 

Contact: 
jake@jakegusto.com

(651)319-2629

http://first-avenue.com/event/2016/12/jakegusto
http://first-avenue.com/event/2016/12/jakegusto
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/borderline/id1090771602
https://www.etix.com/ticket/p/6387019/jake-gusto-with-special-guests-the-jones-dickens-and-sam-og-minneapolis-7th-st-entry?cobrand=first-avenue
mailto:jake@jakegusto.com


——————————

Jake Gusto’s unconventional foray into music began while pursuing a pre-med degree 
at the University of Minnesota in 2013. After witnessing the success of college rappers 

such as Sammy Adams, Huey Mack, Asher Roth, and Hoodie Allen, he began to 
envision a future that veered from the scientific realm into an artistic one.

He dove in head first.

Jake Gusto built a home studio in south Minneapolis and simultaneously built his 
credentials. Rapping turned into recording. Recording turned into producing. Producing 
turned into publishing. This snowball effect continued until he began cutting tracks start 

to finish without an idea ever leaving his studio. What he lacked in technical training 
paled in comparison to a will to learn at whatever cost. This mentality blazed trails into 

design, photo, and film to supplement his music creation.

 On March 25, 2016 Jake Gusto released his debut album “Borderline”. Criticized as 
being underproduced and underperformed, the album failed to obtain backing by a 
prominent marketing outlet. “Borderline” floundered, selling a total of just under 50 

copies in nearly six months. What Jake Gusto believed would be a long-time coming 
success story soon revealed itself as a painful shortcoming. 

The disappointment was short-lived. 

Jake Gusto moved to Los Angeles shortly thereafter and his homegrown fanbase (“The 
Gusto Gang”) continued to gain momentum. The release of his Youtube web series 

“The Epistudio Series” alongside various social media campaigns saw the growth of his 
online presence and sequential rise of Spotify and Apple Music streams. For Jake 

Gusto, the rebound momentum paves the way for a monster winter.

On Dec. 21, Jake Gusto will defend his turf by taking the stage at First Avenue/7th St. 
Entry for “The Homecoming Show” – the aptly titled, full circle performance by the 

unrelenting 24 year old. In what is sure to be an emotional performance, Jake Gusto 
comes back home on a comeback mission.
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